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JAMMING AND THE “GAY” AGENDA 
What is the truth? 

   
An Oklahoma State Representative is being “jammed” by homosexual activists and a sympathetic 
media for taking a stand on homosexuality, and she is not backing down.  The term “jamming” 
refers to the public smearing of Christians, traditionalists or anyone else who opposes the “gay” 
agenda. 
  
Two Harvard-educated marketing experts, Marshall Kirk and Hunter Madsen, authored a book 
called After the Ball; How America Will Conquer Its Fear and Hatred of Gays in the 90’s (1989, 
Doubleday/Bantam).  In their manuscript, they laid out the homosexual lobby’s blueprint for 
success in what is regarded as the handbook for the “gay” agenda.  This is their summarized 
agenda: 
 
 

     1.  Portray “gays” as victims. 
     2.  Give protectors a just cause. 
     3.  Make “gays” look good. 
     4.  Make victimizers look bad. 
  
Oklahoma State Representative Sally Kern (R-Oklahoma City) has taken a Biblical stand against 
homosexuality, and she is being maliciously attacked by militant homosexual activist groups.  
Representative Kern has exercised her right to free speech, and the “jamming” has begun. 
  
The Bible is very clear regarding the subject of homosexuality and marriage.  Matthew 19:4-5 
says, “And He answered and said to them, ‘Have you not heard that He who made them at the 
beginning, made them male and female.  For this reason a man shall leave his father and mother to 
be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh’” 
  
Linda Caswell, Director of Concerned Women for America (CWA) of Oklahoma, said, “We know 
that Rep. Kern represents the vast majority of Oklahomans.  The Marriage Protection Amendment 
passed by over 70 percent, and we believe that God ordained the traditional one man-one woman 
family as the bedrock of our society.  Any deviation from this standard weakens the family.  CWA 
is proud to stand alongside Rep. Kern and thanks her for the bold stand that she has taken for our 
state and for our nation.”   
 
 

Concerned Women for America is the nation’s largest public policy women’s organization. 
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